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BOUNDARY CROSSING PROBABILITIES
FOR STATIONARY GAUSSIAN PROCESSES AND
BROWNIAN MOTION1
BY

JACK CUZICK
Abstract.
Let X(t) be a stationary Gaussian process, /(/) a continuous function,
and T a finite or infinite interval. This paper develops asymptotic estimates for
P(X(t) > fit), some /er)
when this probability is small. After transformation to
an Ornstein Uhlenbeck process the results are also applicable to Brownian motion.
In that special case, if W(t) is Brownian motion, / is continuously differentiable,
and T = [0, T] our estimate for P( W(t) > fit), some / e T) is

A = jrr(20-,(/(0/',/2)f(/(0/'1/2)<A

+ lWO)/^n.-r<0)^(AT)/P/2)

provided A is small. Here <f>is the standard normal density and <I>*is its upper tail
distribution. Our approach is to find an approximate first passage density and then
compute crossing probabilities as a one-dimensional integral. In the case of
boundaries without cusps, our results unify and extend separate results for crossings of constant levels developed by Pickands, and Quails-Watanabe, and crossings
of rapidly increasing barriers studied by Berman. Applications are also briefly
explored.

1. Introduction. Let X(t) be a stationary Gaussian process and /(/) a continuous
function defined on some interval T. We shall be interested in estimating P(X(t) >
fit), some t G T) when this probability is small. An important application is the
estimation of boundary crossing probabilities for Brownian motion. If W(t), t > 0,
is Brownian motion, then X(t) = e~'W(e2'), t G Ris stationary and P(W(t) > fit),
some t G [0, T]) = P(X(t) > e~'f(e2'), some / G (-co, \ In T]). Our results take
the form of a limit theorem: as a sequence of functions fn tend to infinity in an
appropriate way we find constants A„ such that A~xP(X(t) > f„(t), some t £\ T) —>
1. When T is a finite interval and the boundaries are without cusps, our results are
a synthesis and extension of the work of Pickands [12], and Quails and Watanabe
[10] on the one hand who assumed the^, to be constant, and Berman [2], [3] who
considered translations of a fixed barrier, i.e. fn(t) = n + fit) on [0, T] with /(/)
increasing. In this case when /(/) is strictly increasing, Berman showed that
asymptotically the barrier is only crossed in a neighborhood of the origin. This is
no longer true if T is an infinite interval, or if the fn "flatten out" as n —»oo.
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Furthermore, common parametric families of interest for Brownian motion lead to
multiplicative sequences of {/„}, i.e. /„(/) = nfit). These cases are handled by our
main theorem given in §3. Our approach is to approximate the first passage density
and integrate to obtain crossing probabilities. As the formula obtained includes
contributions from all parts of the boundary, it is likely to be more accurate for
moderately high boundaries
than Berman's. Another advantage is that for
Brownian motion and boundaries without cusps, all constants are readily calculated and our formula is a single definite integral of a simple integrand. However,
Berman's methods also produce the asymptotic distribution of the time spent above
the curve. Berman also considers boundaries with downward pointing cusps at the
origin. It is possible to accommodate cusps in the present formulation and they
lead to discontinuities in the approximate first passage distribution. This will be
developed elsewhere. Recent work on curved boundaries can also be found in
Kozacenko-Rudomanov [8] and Piterbarg-Prisjaznjuk [13].
§3 also discusses the application of the main theorem to various special cases. §2
sets down the notation and our basic assumptions about the process X(t) and the
sequence of boundaries {fn}. The burden of proof is given by a sequence of
lemmas in §4. §5 examines in more detail the special case associated with Brownian
motion and the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process, while the next section studies differentiable processes and relates our results to the theory of crossings as found in
the book of Cramer and Leadbetter [4]. Finally the last section looks briefly at
some applications of the results.

2. Notation and assumptions. We shall make constant use of the following
functions: the standard normal density <j>(x)= exp(-i x2)/V2-n , the normal distribution function <b(x) = /Iw <p(y) dy, &*(x) = $(-x) = /~ <p(y) dy, and ^(x) =
<b(x)/x. The well-known relation, lim^^, \p(x)/$*(x)
= 1 will also be used
without comment.
Definition.
A measurable function fit) defined on [0, e] is regularly varying at
the origin if there exists some e* > 0 such that/(i) is nonnegative on [0, e*] and for

all s > 0

lim Ast)ff{t) = s"
40

for some a, known as the exponent off. If a = 0,/is said to be slowly varying.
A useful source of information about regularly varying functions is Seneta [14].
We shall make the following assumption about the process A"(r):

Let X(t) be a separable real valued stationary Gaussian
process with mean zero and unit variance. Define p(t) =

EX(0)X(t) and assume that the incremental variance a2(t)
= E(X(t) - X(0))2 = 2(1 - p(0) is regularly varying at zero
with exponent a > 0. We shall also assume a(t) is strictly
increasing in some positive neighborhood of the origin. This
last assumption may be dropped by employing the device
used by Quails-Watanabe but to simplify notation we shall
not do so.

(PI)
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Useful consequences

of the assumption
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are recorded in the following

Lemma 1. Let a2(t) be a nonnegative function on [0, co) which is regularly varying
at zero with exponent a. Then given any e > 0, there exists a 0 < t* < 1 such that
(C - e)ta+e

< a2(t)

< (C + e)ta-e,

t < t*,

(2.1)

+ e)sa+e,

s > 1, st < t*.

(2.2)

for some C > 0 and
(1 - e)sa~e

a2(st)

< —}-*■ <(l

a (t)

Proof. These estimates follow immediately from the well-known [14, p. 2]
representation of regularly varying functions: there exists a t* > 0 such that

o2(t) = C(t)expi-f*^-du},

0</<t*,

with 0 < C(t) < co on [0, t*] and lim(i0 C(t) = C > 0 and 0 < a(u) < co on

[0, t*] and lim^o a(u) ■»a.

Q

The assumption that a > 0 guarantees that X(t) is sample continuous. We shall
also assume that
a2(t) is bounded away from zero for t bounded away from
the origin.

,~y\

This rules out periodic and almost periodic processes. For small enough x > 0
let a~x(x) = inf{/ > 0: a(t) > x) and following Quails and Watanabe define
A(x) = a~x(l/x).
The following lemma shows that A(x) is regularly varying at
infinity:
Lemma 2. Let h(t) be a continuous nonnegative function on [0, e], e > 0, which is
regularly varying at zero with positive exponent a. For x < sup, h(t), define h~x(x)
= inf{t > 0: fit) = x}. Then h~x(x) is regularly varying with exponent a~x.

Proof. Cf. Seneta [14, p. 24].
Let [T") be a sequence of intervals of the form (-co, b„], [an, bn], [an, co) or
(-co, oo), satisfying T" Q Tn+X, n > 0, and set T = U „ T". An important special
case is when all the T" = T are identical. Let {/„(<)} be a sequence of functions
with fn defined for / G T". For large n we wish to estimate P(X(t) > f„(t), some
t G T"). We shall make the following assumptions about the sequence {/„}:

/„(t) is continuous onTn.

inf /_(/) —>oo as n -> co.

For all e > 0, f
For notational

8n(t,r)=[f„(t

¡p(ef„(t))dt -+ 0 as n -^ oo.

(C1 )

(C2)

(C3)

simplicity define A = A(fn(t)) and let

+ rA)-fn(t)]fn(t).

(C4)
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Assume that gn(t, t) —>g(t, t) uniformly in / G T and uniformly in r on compact

sets and that

sup g(t, t) < oo for all t.
t

(2.3)

Remarks, (i) When T is a finite interval (C2) implies (C3)
(ii) The function gn(t, r) is not necessarily defined for all t G T. If T = [a, b]
then we make the restriction t > 0 at t = a, and t < 0 at r = b. With this
convention, gn is eventually defined and it is clear what we mean by g(t, t). The
uniformity is to be interpreted as follows: Given any e > 0 and M > oo, there
exists an N such that for all n > N and \r\ < M

!&,('. T) - Sit, r)\ < e for all î,î + tAë
The uniformity assumption

7"\

in (C4) places restrictions on the functional form of

g(t, r):

Lemma 3. Under the assumptions (Cl), (C2) and (C4) we have g(t, r) = C(t)r and
C(t) is continuous and bounded. If fx A(yx^2) dy < oo (e.g. when a < 1) then g = 0.

Proof. Let A = A(/„(r)) and A* = A(fn(t + tA)). Then
gn(t, o) =[fn(t

+ o-A)- /„(/ + tA)]/„(0

+ [fn(t + rA) - fn(t)]fn(t)

= gn(t + tA, (a - t)A/A*){/„(/)//„(/

From (2.3) it follows that
/.(< + tA)-/.(/)

+ tA)} + g„(t, r).

(2.4)

g,(r.T)

-So-1S^0

<2'5)

and an application of Lemma 2 then shows that A/A* -* 1. Now let « -* oo and use
the uniform convergence of the first term in (2.4) to get g(t, a) = g(t, o — t) +
g(t, t). Thus g(t, t) = C(t)r. Again the uniform convergence of gn(t, t) in t
guarantees that g is continuous in its first argument so that C(t) is also continuous.
Boundedness follows from (2.3). To establish the last assertion, assume on the
contrary, that there exist e > 0, S > 0, t0, and n0 such that gn(t, 1) > e for n > n0
and t G [t0, t0 + 8]. (If /„ is decreasing a similar argument holds for gn(t, -1).)
Define

recursively

for m > 0 ym = f„(tm), tm+x = tm + A(yJ.

If tm - t0 < S, then

from (C4)
e
ym >ym-x

+-—

%*
>y0

+ e 1

y m —1

Thus ym >y0 + e(m -

l)/ym

1
->y0

e(m - 1)
+ —-—•

y*==l sj

so that ym > y* > ~y0 + \/e(m

the largest solution of y* = y0 + e(m — l)/y*.

ym

-

1)

where y* is

As

tm+l= 2 HyJ < Hy0)+ f a(^0 + V^ ) dt
7= 0

J0

= A(y0) + e-x/2r

A(yx/2)dy,

Jy0/2

we may choose n so large that y0 is large enough to ensure that tm — t0 < S for all
m. It follows that supíe[,w,o+A]/n(í) = + co which is a contradiction.
□
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We need one final fact about g(t, r):

Lemma 4. Let
Z„ = {.: [t - A, t + A] G T" and either
fn(t) < min(/„(r + A),fn(t - A)) or fn(t) > max(fn(t + A),fn(t - A))}

and set Z = n ¡T=i LC-* Z„. Iff G Z then C(t) = 0.
Proof. If t G Z then there exist «^|co and ^ -» t such that either g„ (tk, ± 1) >
0 or g„k(tk, ± 1) < 0. Since g„k(tk, t) -^ g(t, t) = C(t)r we must have C(t) = 0. □
Examples, (i) If X(t) is absolutely continuous then a2(t) = A:r2(l + o(l)). Taking
k = 1 we have A(x) = x~x(l + o(l)). If/„'(') —>f'(t), continuous, then

t £„('-t) =-^-U(')A)
= /„'(f + 0TA)/„(r)A,

->/'(')

0 < 9 < 1,

since/„(0A(/„(/)) - 1.

A special case of this occurs when /„(/) = n + fit), as in Berman [2], [3] and
Kozacenko and Rudomanov [8].
(ii) If X(t) is not absolutely continuous then a(t)/t —>oo as fjO so that xA(jc) -» 0
as xfoo. If/„'(f) -^f'(t) continuous, then g(t, t) = 0, since

t_,&,(/, t)=/„'(í

+ 0tA)[/„(í)A]->O

as /i-»oo.

(iii) Assume a2(i) = 7c|f|(l + o(l)), /„'(?) continuous, and f'n(t)/fn(t) -> C*(0 and
C*(f) is continuous. Taking /c = 1 gives A(x) = x~2(l + o(l)), and proceeding as

before we find

r~lg(t, t) = W)m

+ 9rA)A(fn(t)),

0 < 9 < 1,

-* C*(0 = C(t).
This case occurs if {fn} is a multiplicative sequence, i.e./„(f) = nfit).
(iv) When a2(t) = fa(l + o(l)), a > 1 so that A(x) = x_2/a(l + o(l)), and under the additional assumption that /„' exists and limn_(00/„'(/ + 0A)//„'(f) = 1 uni-

formly in 0 < 9 < 1 and t, it follows from (C4) that (fn(t))x~2/X(t) -* g(t, 1). On
integrating we obtain that
1/2(1-«"')

/„(') = [/„(O)2"27" + (2 - 2/a) f'(g(s,

1) + en(s)) ds

where supiE7.|e„(j)| ->„_,„ 0. This is of the form [An + fit) + e*(t)]x/2°~a~"> where
/(i) and e*(t) are continuously differentiable, e*(0) = 0, and sup|(e*)'|-»0
as
n —»oo. A simple example of this is the family fn(t) = n + (nA(n))~xf(t). While
these examples give an idea of the general shape of the boundary, it should be
noted that there is considerable variability associated with the en(t) term even when

g = 0.
3. The main theorem. Let Xa(t), t > 0, be a separable Gaussian
^„(0) = 0, EXa(t) = - \f

able function g(t, t) define

and Var(*0(f)

- Xa(s)) = \t - s\a.

process with

For any measur-
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/o° P(*a(r)

> s + \g(t, t)\, some t < fl)eJ A

fe0exp(-\g(t,j)\)dT

= £Íexp(sup(Xa-|g|)+)
(r<0

>

- ll/r'exp(-|g(/,T)|)rfr
J , J0

(3.1)

and let
Ha( gl) = lim sup Ha(g„ 9).

(3.2)

»Too

Also define

\,(0 = Ha(gM(fn(0)/a(fn(t)),
X" =

$*(/„(a))
0

if « > - oo and g(a, 1) > 0,
otherwise,

K =

*•(/»(*))
0

if è < oo andg(7>, -1) > 0,
otherwise.

(3.3)

and

Our main theorem can be stated thusly,
Theorem
Ha(gt)

1. Assume X(t) satisfies (PI) and (P2) and {/„} satisfies (C1)-(C4).

is continuous

Then

in t and bounded away from zero and infinity. If T" = [an, bn]

then
lim A;xP(X(t)

n—»■oo

>fn(t), some t G T") = 1

(3.4)

w/tere

A, = f \,(0 A + X- + X-.

(3.5)

Remarks, (i) When the/n are constant, g(t, r) = 0. In that case our Ha(0) agrees
with the 77a of Quails and Watanabe [10] and our result (3.4) is their Theorem 2.1.
This result was obtained earlier by Pickands [12] under further restrictions on the
incremental variance a2(t). Note that Pickands' definition of Xa(t) is slightly
different from that of Qualls-Watanabe
and his value for 77a also differs. However,
his A(x) compensates for this giving the same value for \,(f) in (3.3).
(ii) When fn(t) = n + fit) and T" = T is a finite interval, we are in a situation
studied by Berman [2], [3] whose results were a by-product of the more difficult
study of the time spent above a high moving barrier and are derived by a
completely different method. The practical application of these results is also

hampered by the difficulty in evaluating his constant F'ÍO) [2, p. 380] and [3, p.
1024]. Our only constant is Ha(gt) which can be evaluated explicitly in the
important special case in which g, is linear and a = 1 or 2. For a ^ 1 or 2 it is
interesting to note that the single constant 77a applies to all sets of boundaries with
g = 0 (which always occurs when a < 1).
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4. Proof of Theorem 1. For notational simplicity we shall take T" = T = [0, oo)
in all arguments. Other cases are easily verified with minor modifications. Define

>o= 0,
f,. = f,._1 + yV«A(/n(í,_1)),

tv-

f,.+ jaA(fn(t¡)),

i =1,2,3,...,

j = 0,...,N,

Note that f,|oo. In the future we shall usually suppress
Reference to the subscript n will often be suppressed. Let

the argument

of A.

xt = /„(',), A,-= A(x,),
xy = /„('<,)> A* " ^XU>'
t, = f, or /,.+1 according as x¡ < xi+x or x¡ > xi+x,

Î, = f„(h),
Ay = {*(%) > x¥],

A,- (ufaA,) n {*(t,.)<x,},
A* = {X(t) > f„(t), some f G 7), X(tJ) < x,},
,,*_ =^t

„ = {X(an)>fn(an)},

A*+ = A+ = {X(bn) > f„(bn)}, with the convention that A_ or A+ is empty if
a„ = - oo or bn = + oo resp.
We shall also use the following notation, which differs slightly from [12], [14]:

77a°(0) = 9-xfXp(Xa(r)
77«=

> s, some t G [0, 9] n Ia)es ds,

lim 77a"(í/)

9—»oo

where Ia = {ka)^=0.

As the proof of Theorem 1 is rather long, before embarking on it, an outline of
the main development is presented. We first establish that Ha(gt) is continuous in t

(Lemma 10(iii)) and that

*q(0)

W~L't $&<*>*
A(/„(f))
(4.55). It is then enough to show that if 0|oo

P(X(t) >fn(t), some t £\ T") = p( \J A* \J A*_ uA*+\

V i

i

~2Zp(a*)+ K+KA simple way to do this is to check that 2,^ P(A? n Af)/\Zt P(A*)->0. Unfortunately we are unable to do this directly; the trouble arises in attempting to find
adequate bounds for P(maxier X(t) > u, max,er X(t) > v). Thus we are forced to
consider discrete time. The proof proceeds by showing 2,#7 P(A¡ n AJ)/'ZP(Ai) —>
0 for any a > 0 (Lemma 8) and that 77aa(g,) -»a;0 Ha(gt) (Lemma 10(iv)) so that
P(A¡) ~ P(A*) as a|0. Care must be taken in choosing the rate at which #f oo as
«|oo. The proof develops through a series of lemmas. The first is a well-known
result of Fernique [6]:
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Lemma (Fernique).
If Y(t) is a mean zero Gaussian process, and M =
sup,e/ 7ïT2(f) < oo for I a finite interval, and E(Y(t) - Y(s))2 < \p2(t - s) where
\p(t) is continuous and nondecreasing and /j" \p(e~x) dx < oo, then there exist finite
positive constants CX,C2 depending only on M, \I\ and \p such that

P(max
v tel

Y >u)

'

< Cx$*(u/C2).

The following lemma generalizes Pickands'

estimate [12, Lemma 2.3]:

Lemma 5. Let X, Y be mean zero unit variance Gaussian variables with covariance

p. If a > b > 0, then
P(X >a,Y

>b)<

3^(6)**(o[(l

- p)/ (1 + |p|)]'/2).

Proof. We need only consider the case |p| < 1. When p < 0 the result follows
trivially from Slepian's lemma [16]. Assume p > 0. Then

P(X > a, Y > b) = P(X > a, Y > a) + P(X > a, b < Y < a)

= P(X >a,Y

> a) + fp(X

However, P(X > a\Y = u) = <&*((a — pu)/(l

> a\Y = u)<b(u)du. (4.1)

— p2)x/2) is increasing in u for p >

0. Thus (4.1) is less than
P(X > a, Y > a) + P(X > a\ Y = a)P( Y > b)
< (i

+ p^(^(a(i^)1/2)

-

*.(fl({^£),/2)*.(*)

by Pickands' result. Finally this is

since xP(b)> ®*(b). D
Lemma 6. Assume an is nondecreasing and bn is nonincreasing, n = I, . . . , N. Then
N

\ / N

\i

N

S«A<^(2«n)(s4

\

(4.2)

Proof. The lemma states that the sequences {an} and {bn} are not positively
correlated. As the correlation coefficient is unchanged by translations of the an and
b„ we may assume 2^"' an = 2N_1 bn = 0. Then aN > 0, bN < 0 so that aNbN < 0
and (4.2) follows immediately from an induction argument.
□
Lemma 7. Assume that a < 1 and Na > 2. Then, under the conditions of Theorem
1 and the notation of the beginning of this section, there exist finite constants D, M
depending only on a and Cmax = sup(| g(t, l)\ such that if

sup \gn - g\< M
|tI<jv«hi
then 2y P(AiJ)/P(Ai) < Da~x for all n sufficiently large.

(4.3)
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Proof.

Quails and Watanabe [10, p. 586] showed that H^Ha

77afl> Hx for a < 1. When/,

as ajO. Thus

is flat we have

P{At) > \p(

U Aj) > «/£*♦(*,) > 077>*(*,)

™ V7<n

(4.4)

/

where Afa = 9. First assume x,+, > x¡ and on T, = [f., fi+1] define

/„(f) = X¡+ CÍOtx,.-1 and f*(t) = x,. + CVx,"1
where t = t¡ + rA(x¡) and C* = x¡9~x(xi+x — x,) so f¡¡ is the linear segment
between (t¡, x,) and (f/+ „ xi+,). It follows from (C4), (4.3) and the identity g(t, r) =

C(f)r that on T„ \fn - f„\ < Mxr1 and |/„ - £| < M^'

|/„ - £ | < 2Mx-' = MV'

so that

for f G j;..

(4.5)

Thus

2 W

< 2 4>(x,
+ (c> - M')x,-')

7=0

and choosing M' <\

(4.6)

7=0

and « so large that

x, > inf /„ > 1

(4.7)

teT"

we see that (4.6) is less than

2iK•*,>"'[ 1 + [N exp(-C*ta)

dt < *,*(*,)

1 + ûT1 minifl, — j

(4.8)

where Kx depends only on M.
For any C > 0, if C* > C, then (4.8) is less than Kx^(x¡)[l + (aC)~x] so that we
need only show P(A¡) > K2\p(x¡) in this case. For j < N

P(A,) > P{X(t¡) < x„ X(t, +jaA)

> r
J x¡-

> xt + (M+

CmñJa)X-x)

P{X{ti + jaA) > x., + (M+ Cmaxja)xrx\X(ti) = u)<¡>(u)du
X¿~'

> *(*,)*»(*(/,

+JaA)

> x, + (M+

CmilKja)x-x\X(ti)

= x, - Xrx).

(4.9)
The second factor of (4.9) equals
x¡ + (M + Cmaxja)xrx

- p(X¡ - x~x)

<S>*

(1 - P2)1/2

(4.10)

where p = p(jaA). For n sufficiently large and 1 < ja < 2, p > 0 so that (4.10) is
greater than

$*((1 - p)1/2x, + {(M + 1) + Cmax,a}/ {(1 - Py/2x,}).
Finally by (PI), (1 - p)1/2x,^>(ja)a/2/V2
below.

(4.11)

as n -> oo so that (4.11) is bounded
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WhenO < C* < C< 1,
P(A,) > P(max

X(t0) > X¡ + (M' + C*ja)x~x, X(t,) < x)

> sup (p(max
KN I

X(t¡j) > x¡ + (M' + C*la)x,rx,

V 7<f

X(t,) < x¡ + (M' + C*Ia)Xrx>)

-P(X(t¡)

g[x,,

x,. + (M' + C*la)x-X])}

> sup [4>*(x,. + (AT + C*la)x~x)Hx
KN

■la{A(xi)/A{xi + (M' + C*la)x~x)}

- t(x,)(M'

+ C*la)]

by (4.4). Assume M' < 1 and choose / = maxJ<N{j: C*ja < 1}. Then M = M' +
C*la < 2 and C*la > \ if / < N so that (4.2) is greater than
Ux¡){K2 min(9, i/C*)e-("+"2/2)

_ m }

where
-

2

«,) „,/ - $*Q)\•

m 1 A(x,)
—r77„ nun —^-r6 A(37

Thus it follows that we may choose C and M depending only on a such that for all

sufficiently large n and all C* < C
P(At) > '2e-'K2^(X¡)min(9,

1/C*).

(4.13)

Combining (4.8) and (4.13) and noting that min(0, 1/C*) > 1 we see that the
lemma holds when x¡+x > x¡. The case xi+x < x¡ is handled identically except that
we expand around xi+l. □
Lemma 8. Under the assumptions
assumption that

of the previous

lemma and the additional

Na < inf /„

(4.14)

1(ET„

we have that for some e > 0, K < oo and all n sufficiently large

Proof. Since P(A¡ n AJ) < "Zk! P(Aik n Aj,) it is enough to show that

2

P(AiknAJ,)/P(Ai)

(4.16)

Xj',>Xik

satisfies (4.15) for every i. By Lemma 5, the numerator
constant times

2
xj/>xik

^,,)<I>*(f[l-p(^-^)]1/2).

of (4.16) is less than a

(4.17)
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Now choose f* so that (2.1) is satisfied. When \tik — tß\ > t* then
[l-p(',*-';,)]'/2>e>0

and (4.17) is less than

(2«**>)2»-(!4

(4.18)

Arguing as at (2.5) and using (4.14) we have that

sup \fn(t) - *,.|M Hf 0,

sup |A(/„(f)) - A,|/A,. -» 0,

teTi

te T,

(4.19)

as n —>oo uniformly in /'. Thus for t G [f,-,,f,-,+1] and n sufficiently large

/i

0*(Xx,)

2$*(lX/„(f))

A,

A(/„«))

\

—:-—-.

A > U,

'

so that

^"^^r^fw"1

<4-2o)

by the mean value theorem. Applying (4.20) and Lemma 7 to (4.18) we see that
(4.16) is less than the last term on the right-hand side of (4.15).
When \tik — tu\ < f* we must use the regular variation of a(t). First assume j > i.

Then
f

xj,°(tj,

-

tik) =

\a/2

f)

o(A,/)

by Lemma 1.

Thus

<(M,)-'/"-*.(i(xná,
V.-'.*

\4W

./M/Mrc*1*)/**

/

dj*il

o/2\

(4.21)
By (4.19), the ratio A^/Aj is bounded and Aik/Aj, > 1 since xÄ < xjt. One can
easily check that x$*(xy) < 4>*(_y),x > 1, y > 1, so that letting _y = f/4 and
x = Aik/Aj, we have for fe_, — tik)/Aik > 4 that (4.13) is bounded by a constant
times ./(,,,_,-,,,,va*
fife-'*)/?»
dt
times
vd)*(iU 'ta/2\ 7 «'•
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Since AlVt/A,-h>1, this ratio is greater than one-half for n large enough. Thus

when N - k > 8

2

#^Wl-p(fc-íi)],/a)<-f/"

**(^2)¿/

Tí Ir00
< —

, „% i/f
$*(fa/2)

a J(N-k\/%
\N-k)/%

(4.22)

7» N-k
a
I A J-,\

It is easily checked that (4.22) is also bounded when N — k < 8, so that by
increasing the constant if necessary we may assume (4.23) holds for all k. Note that
2*°_o bk < °° and bk is decreasing. Assume for the moment that/, is monotone on
[/„ f,+ 2]. If/, is nondecreasing then by Lemma 6 and the estimate (4.23), we have
that (4.17) is less than a constant times

which by Lemma 7 is less than (K/a2N)P(Ai)(2k°_0bk). Thus the estimate (4.15)
holds in this case. When/, is decreasing, no terms appear in (4.17) withy = i + 1,
and thus (4.22) is less than Ka~xbN so that (4.17) is bounded by a constant times
1 N

- 2

a k= 0

Hxik)bN < Da~2P(A,)bN

and since NbN is bounded the result follows. If fn is not monotone
replace it there by the linear segment

7n!',+

on [f„ ti+2]

l>

Then by (4.3)
7nt'/+l7

An elaboration of the previous argument in a manner similar to that used in
Lemma 7 allows one to obtain the same bounds (4.15) in this case also (to within a
multiplicative constant). An identical argument can be used when t < f„ completing the proof of this lemma. □

Corollary.

Choose 0 < f, < if < . . . < f„ < f* < . . . so that
('„+.-

t:)/tn

+ x >e>0

and let Tn = [f„, f*] n Ia. Then for 0 < a < 2 and g(r) > 0,

,.
2ff_, P(Xa(r) > s + g(r), some r G T.)
hm sup —;——-—/,t»

P(Xa(r)

uniformly in N and s > 0.

> s + g(r), some r G [ f „ f* ] n /„)

< 1

(4.26)
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Proof. Let An = {^(t)
> s + g(r), some t G Tn). Then the denominator
(4.26) is greater than or equal to

of

N

P[ U An) > 2 P(Àn)- 22 P(À„H Äm).
\ n=l

/

„=1

Now y"Q(f)= [Xa(e') + \ea']/ea,/2

(4.27)

m^n

is stationary with mean zero, unit variance and

covariance
pa(t)={(l

+ e"> -(e'-iy)e-"'/2,

= 1 -\t»(l

t > 0,

+ o(l)),

a<2.

The result is now easily obtained by applying the argument in the lemma to (4.27)
to see that for ô = \(l — p(e)) and some K < oo

22m^ P(Àn n ÀJ

-_-r^^-<

Ka

2»^»)

_, r*(8[,
I

+ g(r) + JT°]/r°/2)

—77-=-——-*0

j<, Ads + gW+i-T"]/^2)

dr

r

as f.too.

Lemma 9. Lei X*(-) be X() conditioned by X(t) = /„(f) - s/fn(t) and define

X:(t, r)=[X*(t

+ tA) - X*(t) - E(X*(t + tA) - X*(t))]fn(t) - \r"

= (**(/

+ tA) - X*(t)) + x2{f2(t)o2(TA) - t") - (1 - P(tA))s.

Then under the conditions of Theorem I, for t in any compact set C [0, oo)
X:(t,r)-gn(t,T)^Xa(r)-g(t,r)

uniformly in t, where ty denotes weak convergence.

Proof. We have that E(X¿(t, t)) = - \ra and

Var(Xa"(t, t) - X:(t, 9)) = /„2(f)Var(*(f + tA) - X(t + 9A)\X(t))

= f2(t)\ar(X(t

+ tA) - X(t + 9A))[l - (p(rA) - p(9A))2]

= f2(t)o2((r - 9)A)[l - (p(,A) - p(9A))2]
= \t - 9\a(l + o(l))

uniformly in f.

Thus all finite dimensional distribuions of X£ — gn converge to those of Xa — g
uniformly in f. Weak convergence is obtained by checking tightness. Similar
calculations can be found in [2] and are not repeated here. □
The following lemma collects the essential facts associated with the functional
"«()•
Lemma 10. Let G = ß[0, oo) and GJ = G n {g: g(0) = 0, g nondecreasing).
For each g £\ Q,a > 0 and 9 > 0 define the following functional on G:
j.

, p.

/o°

I{Ar)>g(T)

+ s,someT<=[0,9]n/.)eS

&

,.

hKaU) =--e-:-7——;-.

/0exp(-g(T))¿f

expí

max

Ue[0,9]n/,

(fir) - g(r))+\

-Qs

(4-28)

I

- 11/ [' exp(-g(r))
J •'o

dr. (4.29)
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When a = 0, we write simply Ig(-).

Let F denote expectation

with respect to the

measure generated on Q by Xa(r). Then
(i) Iga(-) is a continuous functional on G in the topology of uniform convergence on

compact sets and F(Ij¡a) = 77a"(g, 9).
(ii) For g G ßj, Ha(g) = lim^^
Ha(g, 9) exists and is nonzero and finite. Furthermore Ha(g) = Ha(0) if ¡q exp( —g(r)) dj = + oo. A similar result holds for

HZ(g).
(iii) If gn E: GJ, gn —>g uniformly on compact sets, and
/•CO

/

where infinity is permitted

y.00

e'^

J0

dr -»

I

e-*(T)i/r,

n^oo J0

in the sequence or limit, then Ha(gn) -> Ha(g),

i.e. Ha(-) is

continuous on ßj in the topology 9" generated by open sets of the form

6(g,N,e)=

if:

sup \g-f]<e},

*•

\t\<N

0 (g,e) = \f:\J

'

exP(-/) - exp(-g) <e|,

and

0(A/)= {/:/exp(-/)>A/J.
In particular Ha(Crß) is continuous in (C, ß)for ß > 0, C > 0 and is bounded away
from zero and infinity on the compact set 0 < C < C* < oo, 0 < ßt < ß < ß* <
oo.
(iv) Let ?T* be the product topology on SJ X [0, oo) generated by ?T and the usual
topology on [0, oo). 77/ert H "(g) is jointly continuous in (g, a) and

lim H¿(g,9)
aj,0

= Ha(g).

(4.30)

etc»
Proof.

Since

I{ArX>g(T)+s, some re[0,»]n/o)

= 1 iff maxTe[0,»]n/o(/(T)

~ ^(T))

> s>

one can easily see that the two expressions (4.28) and (4.29) for l%a are equal.
Statement (i) follows immediately from (4.29). To prove (ii) first let g(r) = 0. In

this case Pickands [12], [10] first showed that
Ha(0, 9) = 9 ~x TP(Xa(r)
7q

> s, some r < 9)es ds -*

9—»oo

Ha(0) = Ha (4.31)

and that 0 < 77a < oo. In general, for S > 0 let rk = exp(67c) and Tk = [rk, rk + l)

n [0, 9]. Then
CP(Xa(j)

> g(r) + s, some r < 9)es ds

(4.32)

= 2 r°°P(^a(T) > g(r) + s, some t G Tk,
k Jo

Xa(r)

< 2

(°°P(Xa(T)

k Jo

< g(T) + s, all t < rk)es ds

> g(rk) + s, some x G Tk,

Xa(r) < gfjk) + s, all t < rk)e' ds.

(4.33)
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Now make the change of variables s' = s + g(rk) to find this equals
2 e-**J

f °° Sp(

k

-V*)t

max

v^<^+.

X(t)

>s)-

p(max

'

Vt<t*

Xa(r)

> s))es

')

ds

<2Ze-^[P(rk+x)-P(rk)]

(4.34)

k

where P(t)

= /¿° P(maxT<,

Now by (4.31) P(t)/t
9* = some rk so that

Xa(r)

> s)es ds.

is bounded for f > 1 and given any e > 0 we may choose

\P(t)/t

- Ha\ < e for t > 9*.

(4.35)

Thus (4.34) is bounded by
P(9*)+

2

e-gMekS[Ha(es

- l) + 2ees].

(4.36)

Tk>0'

For any 8 > 0 we may choose 9* so that 2ee* < Ha(es — I)2. Then the second

term of (4.36) is less than e2SHJ90e~g(r) dr. From this it follows that 77a(g, 9) is
bounded and so Ha(g) is finite. When /" exp( —g(r)) dr < oo, it follows that
lim^^ Ha(g, 9) exists since the numerator and denominator in (3.1) are both
increasing
and both the ratio and denominator
are bounded.
When
/" exp( —g(r)) dr = oo, by taking ô sufficiently small we see that Ha(g) < Ha(0).
It remains to provide the same lower bound in this case. First assume a < 2, let

t¿ = exp(S(k + 1 - £)) for £ > 0 and let 7J* = [rk, t£] D Ia, a > 0. Then

(Vi"

T**)A*+ i = « - exp(-S£) > 0.

By the corollary to Lemma 8, for any e > 0, there exists a 9* = some rk such that

(4.32) is greater than

(l-e)fX

2
•'o

¿Wt)

> g(r) + 5, some t E 7?)e'*

9'<tk<e

= (1 — e)(
2
<?-«<T»-'>
f°°P(Xa(T) > s, some t g T?)*?*¿j
I 8*</t<«
•'0

-

2

e-g(T'*'>f

9*<tk<9

Since ya(f) = (Xa(e')

P(X„(t)

PiX„(r) > s, some t G 7*)e' <fr1. (4.37)

J0

+ \ea')/ea'/2

J

is stationary

> s, some f G 7?) < /»(^«(t)

= P( UT)

we have that

> 0, some r G 7?)

> \em/2> some r£\[k8,(k+l-

{)«])

< C2**(Cf1e,,ifc/2)

(4.38)

for some finite constants C, and C2 by Fernique's lemma. Substituting (4.38) into
the second term of (4.37), we see that this term remains bounded as 9 —>oo. Thus
we need only consider the first term of (4.37). Pickands [12] has shown that
H£(9) -^o^oo 77" —>oinHa- Thus given e > 0, we may choose

a and 9* such that

|77aa(0) - 77J < e for 9 > 9*. Thus the first term of (4.37) is greater than
(1 - 2e)277a

2
9*<Tk<9

e^«(T-'>[exp{(/c

+ 1 - £)«} - exp(rc6)].

(4.39)
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However, the summand in (4.39) is greater than

eO-0« _ i/e'(e*

- 1)f"+2 exp(- g(r)) dr

from which the lower bound easily follows.
When a = 2, Xa(r) = r(X — |t) where A" is a standard

normal variable. Then

letting t = X for 0 <, X < 9
7s(exp{ max[*a(r)

- g(r)]})

> E(exp{\X2

- g(X)}l0<x<e)

=-L/V««*
V2^ Jo
so that 772(g) > 1/ V2w = 772(0)in this case also.
The proof for 77^( g), a > 0, follows the same development but is easier.
Proof of (iii). If ff exp(-g„(i)) dt = oo for n > n0, then 77a(g„) = Ha(g) =
Ha, n > nQ. If (q exp(-g(t))

dt < oo, then we need only show that Pa(gn) -* Pa(g)

where
oo

^«(^ #) = f

7n

P(Xa(t) > s + h(r), some t < ,9)6" ¿fc

and
Pa(/t) = lim Pa(h, 9).
9-.cc

We have that for all 9*
\Pa(gn) - Pa(g)\ < K(&.)

- PÁgn, 0*)\+\P«(gn>

«*) ~ Pa(g, 9*)\

+ \Pa(g,9*)-Pa(g)\.
(4.40)
As in the estimates following (4.32) we see that for 9* > 1, there exists C < oo such

that

'Ágn)-PAgn,9*)\<cf
Uoo
!l

e-^dt
f 0*

e-«.(0 dt - I e-K')¿,

\

f/*°° e-fc(i) _ e-g<o ¿j I + //*0* ie-«„(o _ e-«(0| ¿, + r/-CO e-m rf/l\

l-'O

I 'O

-V

J

(4.41)
Now choose 9* so that the last term in (4.40) and (4.41) is small and then use the
assumptions to see that the remaining terms are small for n > n0(9*).
The remaining case to consider is when /" exp( —gn(r)) dr < oo but tends to
infinity. In this case Ha(gn) —»77a = Ha(g) can be checked
of the argument ensuing from (4.33).

by a minor adaptation

Proof of (iv). We shall first show that
lim H°(g,

9) = H°(g)

uniformly for (g, a) in compact sets.

(4.42)

9—>oo

Note

that 77a"(0) -+8^.*, 77aa uniformly

for 0 < a < a* < oo from

the results

of
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Qualls-Watanabe [10, Lemma 2.3]. Using this estimate in place of (4.35), (4.42) can
be derived by an argument similar to that used in (ii). To show that 77„( g) is jointly
continuous assume an—>a and g„ —>g. Then, given any e > 0, by (4.42) we may
choose 9 so large that (insuring that 9/a is not an integer when a > 0)
\H°a(g)-H°a(g,9)\<t,

\H?(8n)-H?(g„0)\<e
Since supH<(>|g„(T) - g(r)| -»„^

\H?(g„,9)-

fora11"-

0, we have that

H?(g,9)\

-* 0

n—»oo

uniformly in an.

Thus to establish joint continuity it is enough to show |77a^(g, 9) — H°(g, 9)\ -»0
which is a consequence of the dominated convergence theorem. When a > 0 our
conditions guarantee that [9/an] is ultimately a constant so that

max(*„(f)

- g(f))a4

max (*„(/)

T<(9

- g(t)).

T<9

The limit (4.30) now follows immediately from (4.42) and the continuity of H°(g)
in a > 0. □
Remark. It can also be shown that in fact H°(g, 9) -+9^,<x>H£(g) uniformly in
(a, g) on compact sets and a > a* > 0 so that 77a"(g) is jointly continuous in
(a, g, a). In particular,

77a is a continuous

Proof of Theorem 1. First assume/,
begin with an upper bound:

P(X(t) > fn(t), some (ei"")-

function of a.

is nondecreasing on T" for all large n. We

P(X(an) > fn(an)) + p( U

A*)

(4-43)

and

P(U A*) < 22 P(A*).
t

(4.44)

Choose in such a way that f, -» f, and dropping n from the notation we have

P04*) = P(X(t¡) < x„ X(tt + rA) >/„(f,. + tA), some t < 9)

=f

•'-oo

P(X(t¡+ tA) > fn(t,+ tA),
some t < 9\X(ti) = x, + sx'')

= *(*,) /

yo

P(x;(tt, t) > gn(f,,r) + K^V(tA)
+ p(tA)í, somer

<*>(*,.
+ sx~l)xf

« ds

(4.45)

- t«)

< 9)es exp[-\(sxr

l)2"j ds. (4.46)

Now x2o2(tA) - t" = a2(TA)/a2(A) — t" —»0 uniformly in all f and t on compact
sets. Thus g*(t¡, t) = gn(t¡, r) + \(xfa2(rA) — t") -* g(t, t) uniformly in all f and t
on compact sets. Also for fixed 9, given any e > 0, we may choose n so large that

infT<s p(tA) > 1 - e. Thus the integral in (4.46) is bounded by
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.00

rP{X2(t„

'0

t) > g:(t,, t) + (1 - e)s, some r < 9)es ds
= E exp{ max [X^t„ t) - g^,

t)]/

(1 - e)} - 1. (4.47)

Fernique's lemma guarantees that this is dominated and our weak convergence
results, Lemmas 9 and 10(i), show that for 9 fixed and n—>oo (4.47) tends to
£exp{max[*a(T)-g(f,T)]/(l

- «)} -

1.

As e > 0 was arbitrary we see that for fixed 9, the lim sup of the integral in (4.46) is

less than

E{exp[ max X„(t) - g(t, t)]} - 1.

(4.48)

Replacing
p(rA) by 1 and (s/x¡)2 by (maxT<9(A;a - g*)/yn)2
inf/er f„(t), a lower bound for the integral in (4.46) is

E expf [ - max(v;

- g*n)2/y2\ [exp{ max^"

which tends to (4.48) since yn -* oo.
It then follows by a diagonal argument

where

v„ =

- g*)} - 11 ]

that there exists 0„foo such that if

1 < 9 < 9n

PÍA*)
Ha(g„9)^0

(4.49)

uniformly in f as n —»oo. Now choose 9]oo so slowly as n -» oo that

sup |g„(f, t) - g(t, t)|^0

by (C4),

(4.50)

|t|<0;(

sup A(/„(f))/

¿er,

inf A(/„(f)) -* 1 uniformly in/(as at (4.19))

'e7^

(4.51)

and

9{ inf /,)~'^0

by(C2).

(4.52)

Then for any u = t1 + tA G T,
*(/,<«))

= *(*, + &,(*„ r)/x,)
= ^(x,.)e-^'^e-^/^2(l

~^(x,)e

+ g„/x2)-1

*('"T> by (4.50) and (4.52)

(4.53)

and since f,+, = f. + 0A, we find using (4.51) and (4.53) that

A
uniformly

in /'. Combining

A(/„(f))

^ ,}J0

K

(4.49) and (4.54) and choosing 0|oo

)

so slowly as to

satisfy (4.49),(4.50),(4.51)and (4.52)yields

P(Ar)/f'"

Mf(t))
A(/n(0)

dt -* Ha( gt)

uniformly in f.

(4.55)
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This result also holds if g(t¡, t) < 0, t > 0. If g(fi+1, t) > 0 for negative r we
expand all expressions around f,+ 1. If this fails to hold, replace/„(f) on [f,, f,+ 1] by
the segment joining x, and x, + 1, and then argue as in Lemma 7 to show this
adjustment is asymptotically
negligible. By Lemma
uniformly continuous in f and is never zero so that

P(X(t)

hm sup-—

> /„(f), some f G T",X(an)

-

n-^co

Jt-

\,(f)

10(ii) and (iii), Ha(g,)

<f„(an))

,

< 1.

is

(4.56)

af

To find a lower bound for (4.43) the left-hand side of (4.44) is greater than

P( U A) > 2 P(At) - 22
'

t+J

P\At fl i4y)

(4.57)

for all a > 0. Taking 0 = /Va| °° and holding a fixed, Lemma 8 shows that the two
sides of (4.57) are asymptotically equivalent. The argument leading to (4.55) also
shows that

Fwf'*'

ATfTïï)dt-"«(g()

Hm)

uniformlyin'

so that

,. . , P(X(t) >fn(t), some t G r",*(flj
hm inf-—
-

</,K))

IT"K(t)dt

^ ,
> 1

(4.58)

where V = «</„(/))/*(/,,(/)))#■(&).
Finally by Lemma 10(iv), H°(gt) is continuous in a, uniformly over the compact
set (g,),eT-, and since it is never zero we have

lim f A.-(r)A/ f \,(f) <//=
=i
so that P(U /!,*) ~ /r- \,(0 <*■" g(«„, 0-0

then P(X(a„) >/„(a„)) is negligible

compared to P(A$) and may be ignored. However if g(an, 1) > 0, this term may
not be small and we must add Xa~. By reversing the time axis and replacing X^ with
Xfc+we have also established the theorem when/, is nonincreasing for all large n. In
general/, may have interior local maxima and minima and if x, < min(x,_,, x, + 1)
then {X(t¡) > x,} $ UAf. Howvever Lemma 4 shows that at such points
lim,, C(f,) = 0 and, as with the endpoint case, the term P(X(t¡) > x,) is asymptotically negligible. By using the remark after (4.55) the theorem is established in this

case also.

□

5. The case a = 1 and Brownian motion. The case a = 1 is particularly important
because Brownian motion, after transformation to the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process,
belongs to it. Fortunately it (along with the case a = 2) is the easiest to handle and
we can compute Ha(g) exactly when g is linear. The special fact here is that Xa(r)
is itself Brownian motion with negative drift rate one-half. Thus we are able to
obtain

Lemma 11. Let g(r) = ct, c > 0. Then Hx(g) = f.
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Proof.

If W(r) is a mean zero Wiener process, it is well known [11] that

P( W(r) > a + br, some t < T)

= 1 - H>((a+ bT)/Tx/2)
Letting c' = c + \ and remembering

f

+ exp(-2ab)<i>((-a

+ bT)/Tx/2).

(5.1)

Xx(t) = W(r) — t/2 we have

P(Xx(t) > s + ct, some t < T)es ds

= f°°[l -*((j+

cT)/r1/2)]«*ás

-'o

+ f°°e-s<2c'-x^((c'T
-/o

- s)/T]/2)

ds.

(5.2)

An integration by parts shows that the first term in (5.2) equals
$*(c'Tx/2)

y.OO

+ /

<p((s + c'T)/Tx'2)es

ds/Tx'2

= **(c'7"/2)

+ T"'/2

/""^({j
■'O

+ (c' + l)T}/7',/2)e(c'+1/2>rris

= 4»*(c'r'/2)

+ e^'+1/2>r<ï)»((c' + l)r'/2)^0

asr-»oo.

When c' = j, the second term in (5.2) equals

r
•'0

i'T/2-s)T-'%(u)duds=(TW2/\\T•'-oo

Tx^(u)du~{T

•'-oo

so that 77,(0) = |. When c' > ~, a parts integration shows that the second term in

(5.2) equals

(2c' - 1)

$(c'T'/2)

- Jf00 exp{-5(2c'

*(^/2)

-(2c'

- fj}*^££j

_ jr^i±^_i)I)

r/5/r'/2

A exp{_r,/2(y

= (2c' - O-'f^cT'/2)

- exp{ - 7"/2(c' -£)}**((C

-»(2c

asT-^oo.

-I)

Also /S° exp(-cr)

= (2c)

_.)}

- l)Tx'2)}
(5.3)

dr = c"1 so that from (3.1) and (5.3) 77,(ct) = (2c)-x/c~x

={.

□

Let us consider the problem of estimating

P(X(t) > fit), some t G T)
when X(t) is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process, i.e. p(t) = EX(0)X(t)
a2(f) = 2(1 - exp(-|f|))~2|f|
so that A(x) ~\x'2.
Then
g„(í,T)=/(í)[/(/

(5.4)
= e~K Thus

+ rA)-/(f)]

~X0[4f + h(/W)"2)- /(')] ~ rf'(t)/f(t)
and it is reasonable to embed /(f) in a multiplicative family so that g(t, t) =
rf'(t)/f(t).
Now, from Theorem 1 and Lemma 11, an approximation for (5.4) is
Í t fit rM.fi1)) dt + \a + X6+. Notice that, as Hx(g) is constant, g is only used to
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decide if the boundary terms are nonnegligible. This result can be translated back
to Brownian motion to yield the following useful formula which bears a resemblance to a result of Wichura [17]:
Corollary.
Let W(t) be Brownian motion. Assume {/„} are continuously differentiable on T = [a, b] and that /„'/'/, converges uniformly on compact subsets of
T n (0, oo) as n —>oo and that fn(t) = e~'f„(e2') satisfies (C2) and (C3). Then as
n —>oo

P{W(t)>fn(t),somet

G T)

fT(2t)-\fn(t)/tx/2)<i>(fn(t)/tx/2)dt + K + X+

(5-5)

where

$,(/»/al/2)/{(/,(o/<nu>o.«>o)'

K = •*(/-(*)/*,/2)/tt«o/^.-*<a»<.>.
Remark. When /, = nfit) the conditions of the corollary are satisfied if / is
strictly positive, continuously differentiable and

f(f(t)/ty2)<t>(fit)/tx/2)dt<oo.
When T = [0, T] and fit) = a + bt, a > 0, b > 0, differentiation of (5.1) yields
the exact first passage density/7(f) = at~3/2<j>((a + bt)/tx^2) which differs from the
integrand of (5.5) in that the factor \(a + bt) is replaced by a. However
<í>((a+ bt)/tx/2) has a maximum at a/b and the two functions agree there. If/(f) is
embedded in a multiplicative family nfit), then as «f oo the probability density of a
crossing becomes concentrated entirely in a neighborhood of a/b so the formulas
are asymptotically equivalent when T > a/b. If T < a/b the boundary term X^"
must be considered. However

X; = $*(/(T)/T'/2)

= {T(2t)'x{(a

- bt)/tx/2}<¡>((a + bt)/tx'2)

dt

Jo

so that, for any 0 < T < a/b, J~ p(t) dt = fl X(t) dt + X/ and (5.5) is exact.
Remark. The fundamental character of (5.5) is reinforced by the fact that the
integral appearing in this expression is exactly the integral test criterion for upper
and lower class functions [7, p. 33]: the finiteness of (5.5) is equivalent to there
being positive probability of not crossing/(f) in a neighborhood of the origin.

6. The case a = 2 and differentiable processes. When X(t) has a q.m. derivative
and/(O
is continuous, the expected number of crossings of/is finite. Crossing
results in this case have been worked out in some detail (cf. Cramer and Leadbetter
[4]). If N(f, t) denotes the number of upcrossings of/(f) by the process X(t) in the
interval [0, T] then we have the following formula for the mean number of such
crossings [4, p. 285]

EN(f, T) = f TE(X'(t) - f'(0)+ <*>(/('))dt.
-'o

(6.1)
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This formula bears a great resemblance to (3.5) and has been used by Kozacenko
and Rudomanov [8] to obtain an equivalent form of Theorem 1 in this special case.
If we normalize both time and space so that EX2(t) = 1, a(t) ~ f then

yp(f(t))/A(f(t)) ~ <Kfit)) and we might expect to equate E(X'(t) - f'(t))+ with
H2(f'(t)r). When / is nondecreasing this is indeed the case and Theorem
developed from (6.1) and the second moment formula [4, p. 204]

1 can be

E(N(f, A)N(f, B))

= ff E((X'(t)- f'(t))+(X'(s)- f'(s))+\X(t)= fit), X(s)= fis))
x<?(f(s),fit),p(t - s))dsdt
where A and B are disjoint time intervals and <f>(x,.y,p) is the standard bivariate
normal density. However a more straightforward method of evaluating H2(g) uses
the fact that X2(t) is the trivial process (X — \t)t, where A' is a standard normal
varíate.
Direct calculation from (3.1) establishes the following
Lemma 12. H2(ct) = E(X - \c\)+ = <¡>(c)- |c|<E>*(|c|) where X is standard

nor-

mal.
When/is not increasing the integral in (3.5) does not equal the expected number
of upcrossings or downcrossings but a mixture of the two: upcrossings when / is
increasing (or flat) and downcrossings when / is decreasing. As a consequence,
It X„(f) dt is never greater than the expected number of upcrossings or downcrossings. If one adds terms to account for being above the boundary at endpoints and
local minima, one might expect to develop more exact approximations in terms of
higher moments for boundary crossings along the lines of Cramer, Leadbetter and

Serfling [5].
7. Applications. The need for estimating boundary crossing probabilities is
obvious, especially in sequential analysis where the embedding of sample sums in a
Wiener process is well known. For moderate sample sizes however, the passage
from discrete to continuous time results in overly conservative significance levels
(Siegmund [15]). Correction factors for discrete time (a > 0 in our notation) and a
more detailed study of the applications of the above results to sample sums and
Brownian motion will appear elsewhere. However, two uses of our results are of
enough interest to be briefly developed here. Implicit in Theorem 1 and its
extensions is the fact that \(t) + (d/dT)X1t\T^lis an approximation for the
density of the (possibly defective) first passage time, valid when the total probability of a crossing is small. Restricting attention to Brownian motion, the density has
the approximate form

{(2t)-lf(t) + (f'(t))-}<¡>(f(t))

(7.1)

where x~ = max(0, —x) and fit) = f(t)/tx/2. Also when the probability of crossing fit) is small, the location of the first crossing of/, conditional on the fact that a
crossing occurs, is proportional to (7.1). From (7.1) we see that the case of a
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one-sided boundary of the form/(f) = atx/2, studied by Armitage, McPherson [1],
[9] and others, has first passage density approximately proportional to f_1. As this
is not integrable near zero, we cannot consider intervals containing the origin, in
agreement with the law of the iterated logarithm. Thus under the null hypothesis of
zero drift, sequential tests with a boundary of this shape are most likely to exceed it
very near the origin and most of the allowable type I error occurs over a very small
portion of the total time of the test. Equation (7.1) permits control of this
phenomenon. For example if one wanted the first passage density to be a constant
C, the appropriate boundary is approximately

fit) = ',/2X-'(2Cf)

= (2, log l/f),/2(l

+ 0(1))

where x(x) = X<P(X)and Ct <K 1. These results are also applicable to two-sided
tests, as the probability of crossing both the upper and lower boundaries is of
second order.
Another application of the results is in assessing the significance of sequential
trials that have reached their maximum size and not crossed a high stopping
boundary. In medical trials of fixed maximum size, for ethical reasons it is
necessary to have stopping rules which terminate the trial early if major treatment
differences arise. Such a decision would be based on crossing a pre-established
boundary and the true significance level a should be quite small (say a = .01 or
.02), as one should be very certain about a result before stopping an experiment in
progress. However, if one reaches the maximum sample size without stopping one
would still like to report results significant at a somewhat lesser level a* (say
a* = .05). Our result can be used to account for the probability of stopping early in
computing a*. For simplicity again embed the random walk in Brownian motion
with the maximum sample size corresponding to f = 1. If fit) is our stopping
boundary we wish to compute

a*(z) = P(W(t) >fit) some t < 1 or W(l) > z)

= P(W(l) > z) + P(W(t) > fit) some t < 1, W(l) < z).

(7.2)

Letting 77(f) denote the first passage density and using the strong Markov property

(7.2) equals

$*(z) + Í'P(W(1) <z\W(t) =f(t))p(t)dt

and we may approximate this by replacing/7(f) with (7.1).
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